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PELS Member-at-Large Election
The IEEE Power Electronics Society election of Members-at-Large to the
Administrative Committee is now open.
 
We hope you will take the time to exercise your vote and help choose the future
direction of the society. Let’s increase last year’s voting percentage of 17.01% by
voting today! Your vote counts! 

VOTE NOW at https://eballot4.votenet.com/IEEE

Important Access Information: Please make sure you are signed out of all other applications in your
browser before attempting to log into the voting site. If you are having trouble accessing the site, it could
be because you are not signed in to your IEEE Account and recommend that you copy the link and paste
into 1) a private browsing window if using Firefox or 2) an incognito window if using Chrome, and log in
with your IEEE Account information.

Please follow the instructions online. Voting must be completed no later than 28 December 2020.  Any
returns received after this date will not be counted. The online voting site will close at 4:00 pm (ET).

If you have any questions about the IEEE Power Electronics Society voting process, please contact ieee-
pelsvote@ieee.org or +1 732 562 3904.

Thank you for your participation in this election.

PELS Members' Townhall
Meeting!

Join your leadership
Tuesday, 15 December
10:00 AM-12:00 PM ET
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Mark your calendar and tune in on for a live stream event!Mark your calendar and tune in on for a live stream event!
Please join PELS Leaders as we celebrate 2020 Power Electronics Society's
achievements. Learn about PELS current and future programs, as wells as service
offerings that will benefit our membership, industry, and global community.

Find out more about PELS as your leadership answers questions from the audience in an
open discussion panel Q&A.

Registration invitation coming soon. Check the PELS Website for more details

Upcoming Webinars

Presenter:
Dorin Neacsu

Technical University
of Iasi

Romania 

Register
Here

New Advances in State-Space Based Control of Power
Converters - Sponsored by the IEEE PELS Technical Committee on
Power & Control Core Technologies (TC1)

Tuesday, 1 December 2020 11:00 AM ET

Abstract: This webinar is presenting new advances on the deployment of
digital control systems based on state-space feedback control (also referred to
as "modern control") to power converters. The State Space-based modeling
allows the implementation of both feedback control and additional features due
to its inherent time-domain character. The presentation reviews briefly the
typical design steps for a State Space-based controller, including state-space
modeling, averaging, optimal selection of pole location for feedback control,
reference introduction into the state-space form, and use of both an integrator
and feed-forward components for achievement of dynamic and steady-state
performance. This introduction is followed through with comments related to
digital implementation, which make a difference between fixed-point and
floating-point computing platforms. Since the performance is influenced by the
operation point considered in model, a method for adaptive gain change is next
discussed. The last part of the webinar concerns design of full- and reduced-
order state estimation, including observer's pole selection, equations, and
offline parameters for implementation. Applications of such observers to both
current sensor-less control and fault detection (either catastrophic faults or slow
deterioration due to ageing) are included as ultimate proceedings. The webinar
benefits from support with MATLAB® analysis and a Microchip® platform
implementation.

An Event-Driven Cyber Security Framework for Power
Electronic Systems

Thursday, 10 December 2020 11:00 AM ET

Abstract: As power electronics (PELS) have emerged as the key frontiers
towards green transition, their moderation for grid-supportive services has
become topics of practical interest. This moderation often brings information
and communication technologies (ICT) into the operation and control stage of
PELS, which renders them vulnerable to cyber attacks at the same time. These
attacks can affect their operation in many unpredictable ways. Hence, a cyber
security framework for power electronic systems is the need of the hour to
ensure normalcy under cyber attacks. Hence, this lecture will first assess the
risks of cyber attacks in PELS and then present an event-driven control
solution to detect and mitigate cyber attacks. Moreover, the said framework
also isolates malfunctioning events such as sensor faults, line-to-line faults
from cyber attacks in a timely manner. Towards the end of the lecture, some
videos on resiliency of PELS captured from an experimental prototype against

Presenter:
Subham Sahoo

Aalborg University
Denmark

Register
Here
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the most prominent cyber attacks will be demonstrated to conclude with future
research directions in this field. 

Presenter:
Liuchen Chang

University of New
Brunswick
Canada

Register
Here

Introduction to ITRD, the Technology Roadmap of
Power Electronics for DERs
Sponsored by the IEEE PELS Technical Committee on Sustainable
Energy Systems (TC5)

Wednesday, 16 December 2020 11:00 AM ET

Abstract: Distributed energy resources (DERs) are rapidly growing in the
global electricity market, while power electronics technologies enable
additional functionalities and value-added services based on DERs. The Power
Electronics Society has launched the project to develop the IEEE International
Technology Roadmap of Power Electronics for Distributed Energy Resources
(ITRD). The mandates of ITRD are to develop technology roadmap documents
and associated publications through projecting the long-term technological
developments and applications of power electronics for DERs, and to identify
opportunities of new standards. ITRD intends to provide reference and
guidance to stakeholders in power electronics for DERs, serving academia,
industry, national labs, and research organizations.

Dr. Liuchen Chang will introduce ITRD in this webinar. He will provide an
overview of global DER market growth; evolution of DER interconnection
standards; ITRD organizational structure and expected outcomes; ITRD
working groups and their scopes; and the contents of the first ITRD white
paper. The six working groups of ITRD include: Integrated Power Components
and Subsystems; Power Conversion for DERs; Integration and Control of
DERs; Security, Protection and Resilience for DERs; MV and HV Technologies
for DERs; Testing and Validation. Dr. Chang will present a review of the power
system support functions from renewable DER inverters, including voltage
regulation by active/reactive power control, frequency regulation by active
power control, voltage ride-through, and frequency ride-through. 

Control and Estimation for the Safe Operation of Critical
DC Microgrids

Thursday, 14 January 2021 11:00 AM ET

Abstract: DC microgrids are currently being employed in a wide range of
applications, ranging from the transportation industry to high voltage dc systems.
Nevertheless, there are still several challenges facing dc microgrids compromising
their resiliency and safety. As most loads are nowadays interconnected through
power converters, the stability of the network can be affected due to its behavior as a
Nonlinear Constant Power Load (CPL). In addition, the constant dc voltage available
has the potential to create continuous high impedance series arc faults, which are
difficult to detect due to its low fault current. In this webinar, an overview of recent
nonlinear control strategies and stability analysis of dc networks with CPLs will be
presented. In addition, parameter estimation methods (e.g. Kalman filter, recursive
least squares) will be presented for the accurate detection and localization of dc
series arc faults.

Presenter:
Luis Herrera
University of

Buffalo
USA

Visit the PELS Website for additional webinars
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Welcome Aboard
Binghamton Section Power Electronics
and Industrial Electronics Joint Societies
Chapter

Call for Papers
Call for Papers - Conferences:

4th IEEE International Conference on DC Microgrids
(ICDCM 2021)
IEEE Transportation Electrification Conference (ITEC)
IEEE Green Technologies Conference (GreenTech)
International Electric Machines & Drives Conference
(IEMDC)
IEEE Wireless Power Week (WPW)
IEEE 12th International Symposium on Power Electronics
for Distributed Generation Systems (PEDG 2021)
Thirteenth Annual IEEE Energy Conversion Congress and Exposition (ECCE 2021)
23rd European Conference on Power Electronics and Applications (EPE’21 ECCE Europe)
6th IEEE International Conference on Predictive Control of Electrical Drives and Power
Electronics (PRECEDE)
13th Edition of the IEEE International Symposium on Diagnostics for Electric Machines, Power
Electronics and Drives (SDEMPED)
Electric Ship Technologies Symposium (ESTS 2021)

___________________________________________________________________________________

Call for Papers - Publications:

IEEE Journal of Emerging and Selected Topics in Power Electronics (JESTPE) - Special Issue
on: Failure Mechanisms, Fault Characterization and Condition Monitoring of Power Electronics
Components and Systems
IEEE Journal of Emerging and Selected Topics in Power Electronics (JESTPE) - Special Issue
on: Emerging Applications of Power Electronics in Developing Economies
IEEE Transactions on Transportation Electrification (TTE) - Special Issue on: Novel Hybrid and
Electric Powertrain Architectures
IEEE Open Journal of Power Electronics (OJ-PEL) - Special Compendium on Wide Bandgap
Power Semiconductors for the International Technology Roadmap for Wide Bandgap Power
Semiconductors (ITRW)
IEEE Transportation Electrification Community eNewsletter - Special issue on Electric Buses

Save the Date
Special Note: Please check the conference websites for the most up to date information.

Some dates below or person attendance options may have been changed due to COVID-19. IEEE staff is
working hard updating the listings. Thank you for your patience and understanding at this time.

2020 IEEE 9th International Power Electronics and Motion Control Conference (IPEMC2020-ECCE Asia)
Nanjing, China 29 Nov- 2 Dec 2020
2020 10th International Electric Drives Production Conference (EDPC)
Ludwigsburg, Germany 8-9 Dec 2020
2020 22nd International Middle East Power Systems Conference (MEPCON)
Luxor, Egypt 15-17 Dec 2020
2020 4th International Conference on Advanced Systems and Emergent Technologies (IC_ASET)
Hammamet, Tunisia 15-18 Dec 2020

https://attend.ieee.org/icdcm-2021/
https://itec-conf.com/
https://ieeegreentech.org/
https://iemdc-2021.com/
http://2021wow.sdsu.edu/
https://ieee-pedg.org/
https://www.ieee-ecce.org/2021/
http://www.epe2021.com/
http://www.precede2021.com/default.aspx?pageid=1
https://www.ieee-sdemped.org/
https://ests21.mit.edu/
https://ias.ieee.org/images/files/Newsletters/2020/October/IEEE_JESTPE_Special_Issue.pdf?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiT1RWbU9UWTBZekUwTURReiIsInQiOiJjTDU1bUdwYUlBMTRVb21PMGtwZGc5THNoYnZvQmZQcFlHb1JXZjk4K1wvVkt2K0Z0dE1xRXhvbjBNTEtsU3J5MGtQTlR4UTJLbkkwXC9pb216YUpKcFBuZ01WR0xLMmRrQ1V0dlh1c09NdDdXM2xQMlwvVitIaUFkZFdVa2pqZjZFQyJ9
https://www.ieee-pels.org/images/files/Special_Issue_on_Emerging_Applications_of_Power_Electronics_in_Developing_Economies_JESTPE_-_Rev1_1.pdf
https://www.ieee-pels.org/images/files/pdf/TTE/TTE-SI_on_Powertrain-final.pdf
https://www.ieee-pels.org/images/files/OJPEL_ITRW_2.0_Call_for_Papers_Final_11-4-2020.pdf
https://tec.ieee.org/images/files/newsletter/Call_for_Articles/TEC-CFA_Electric_Buses_2021_1st_Quarter.pdf
https://www.ieee-pels.org/conferences
http://ipemc2020.com/
https://www.edpc.eu/
http://mepcon.edu.eg/
https://attend.ieee.org/aset/


VIRTUAL 2020 IEEE International Conference on Power Electronics, Drives and Energy Systems
(PEDES)
Jaipur, India 15-20 Dec 2020
VIRTUAL 2021 IEEE Texas Power and Energy Conference (TPEC)
College Station, TX USA 2-5 February 2021
Power and Energy Conference at Illinois (PECI)
IL, USA 1-2 April 2021
VIRTUAL IEEE Green Technologies Conference (GreenTech)
Denver, CO USA 7-11 April 2021
NEW DATE 2021 IEEE Applied Power Electronics Conference and Exposition (APEC)
Phoenix, AZ USA 9-13 June 2021
IEEE Transportation Electrification Conference (ITEC)
Chicago, IL USA 23-25 June 2021

VIEW ALL PELS CONFERENCES

Please send CFP's, Distinguished Lecturer visits, awards received by PELS members, etc. to Megan
Cichocki, for inclusion of next months e-Newsletter. We look forward to receiving your news articles!

Follow Us!

       
Share Us!
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